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exclusively in vintage sewing machines and almost immediately realized that one machine is not enough for me. I think I was born with a collector's gene. One of the machines I heard people rage about the most on blogs and sewing community sites like PatternReview.com was Singer Featherweight, also known as Singer 221. It took me
a few years to finally bow to a featherweight fever - could they really be that special, I thought? I found the first Singer Featherweight on eBay. I didn't realize then it wouldn't be the last. Featherweights often come with their original wooden enclosures, but if supplied, the machine must be carefully packed inside the housing to avoid
damage. When we discuss the popularity of Featherweights, we must not forget the cute factor. What's in the small versions of the big things that so many people find attracted?  It's not just sewing dolls, think teacup Chihuahuas and dollhouses. Maybe they remind us that we're our little selves. Benefits of the singer's featherweights The
singer Featherweight is admired and sought for a number of reasons besides its reduced size. Featherweight is brilliantly designed and built. The semi-sized machine made of aluminium weighs just over 11 kilograms. It uses the same low-toed legs and accessories as full-size Singer sewing kits and has its own carrier bag to facilitate
transportation and storage. Black Featherweight comes in a wooden stump covered with black cloth or later vinyl. The case adds a few kilos to the weight of the machine, but keeps the machine dust-free and safe. The plumage is also powerful. Despite the sport of a 0.4 amp engine, it can do everything a full-size vintage straight sewing
machine can do. Best of all, maybe it's practically quiet and very smooth. In fact, people who have never sewn with Featherweight may be surprised at how smooth and quiet a sewing machine can be. The featherweight is permeable force. It is strong enough to make jeans and sensitive enough to sew through a silk hra stain - with a
different needle, of course. Manufactured since 1933 in 1968 without major redesign, it had one of the longest using machines for sewing machine models. Over the decades, only small improvements and variations were made. The free-toed version singer 222 was manufactured at Clydebank in Scotland, but not for the American market.
These are rare and sell significantly more than the standard flatbed 221 model. Like any vintage Singer sewing car, you'll find its estimated production date (and factory location) in the Singer Sewing Hood serial number database. If Featherweight has one drawback, it is a limited harp space (work area to the right of the sewing needle),
which means it is not ideal for space-consuming projects such as upholstery. However, it is an excellent topstitching, partly due to its direct just sewing. It's ideal for making shirts. Featherweight uses the same low-toed legs and accessories as full-size Singer sewing tools. Beautiful straight stitch is one of Featherweight's strongest outlets.
Due to its mechanical simplicity and high-quality structure and materials, featherweights are easy to maintain at home. Regular oiling with sewing machine oil and criminals deal with (and help prevent) most problems. Annual tuning is not necessary. Featherweight feed dogs do not fall. Therefore, if you use a Singer button vault, you need
to attach a cover plate for feed dogs. Make sure the cover plate and cover plate screw are included if you buy a vintage Singer button-down clothing for use in Featherweight. I have heard that the Featherweight is especially popular among peasants. I suspect this is mainly because it is a straightforward machine, and it is excellent for
turning sharp corners and such, and is light enough to carry to a stitching course. Singer also sold a folding Featherweight table. I found one, believe it or not, in a dumpster, and I got it myself in the middle.  It's a special treasure for me. My featherweight table before grinding. And after that! Featherweight has a side-charge, rotating hook-
bobbin and uses the same bobbin case as the Singer 301a, which is later a half-sized diagonal machine. Featherweight has a side charger, a rotating hook relebine. Although it is greatly appreciated by collectors, featherweight is not an uncommon machine: millions were manufactured and many are still fit for use. Like many other Singer
models, parts are still available and easy to replace. Where to find Featherweight in New York, we don't have a large number of sewing machine repair shops, but for those we have often refurbished vintage sewing machines for sale. You can pay more for a featherweight bought here, but you can be sure that the machine is in working
order. I have also seen featherweights in antique shops and flea markets, sometimes in good working order and sometimes not. Featherweights are most easily found for sale on eBay. As with all eBay purchases of a vintage product, it is best to ask the seller questions before offering. Is there a mechanical problem with the plane? See a
picture of a stitch sample? Are there cosmetic defects in the pictures? (The seller should send many explicit photos.) What is the condition of the wiring? Buying on eBay is still a warning emptor experience, so check the seller's feedback as well. Have sewing machines been sold before? Can they pack them? Even if Featherweight has
the original carrier case, the machine must be packed with bubble wrap or similar packaging inside the case. The housing must not be equipped with loose objects, especially accessories. Ideally, any sewing machine is also a double box. No matter where you buy Featherweight, make sure the bobbin case is included, as breeding cases
are largely bumpy and vintage originals, found mainly on eBay, are expensive. This is perhaps the part that has been commonly lost due to its small size. Singer has tried to resurrect the featherweight name over the years (see picture below), but the machines never match the quality of the original Featherweight. Clones are also made in
China: They are best avoided. The singer resurrected the name Featherweight, but not the quality of the machine. A fully functional Featherweight is ultimately a good investment. Just like a new car, a new sewing machine loses much of its value as soon as you bring it home. Thanks to its popularity, singer Featherweight will remain in
value for years to come. But for most of us, passionate vintage sewing machine collectors aren't about investing, it's about the experience we value. And the joy of sewing a singer's featherweight is at stake. Singer started producing mint green and tan featherweight in the 1960s with a few other minor changes. These are greatly
appreciated for their relative rarity. Learn more about vintage sewing holes and the benefits of a straight sewing manoeque. Sign up for threads gesturers Get the latest tips, techniques and special offers directly to your inbox. × Get the latest tips, techniques and special offers directly to your inbox. Inbox.
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